
In the world full of new innovations that are connected with the Internet, the need for Cyber

Security is indisputable. But we must not forget about Physical Security as it is a crucial part of
our every day life and businesses.

We are community that is based on our interest in Physical Security. Here you can talk and learn
about new things from the world of PhySec (Physical Security) from people who have jobs in the
field. Once, in one of our interviews, one person said I think finding real people who are working in
the field, and getting to know what stuff they are up to is a wise move and a best way of learning
something. So we have that goal in our mind.

Our goal is to make this community a place where people with different levels of knowledge can
join and talk about Physical Security and learn something new or exchange their experience. We
encourage you to ask any questions you have and we will try to answer it to you.

Physical Security (or PhySec for shorter) is described as security measures that are designed to
deny unauthorized access to facilities, equipment and resources and to protect personnel and property
from damage or harm. PhySec involves multiple layers of independent or connected systems ( exp.
CCTV, alarms, security guards, barriers, locks, access control, intrusion detection, fire protection,
security lights, . . . ).

Often on our server you will hear about RED TEAMS and BLUE TEAMS.

RED TEAM- is a group that is trying to simulate offensive part of security. Often they will
simulate an attack so they can see what vulnerabilities there are.

BLUE TEAM - is a group that is doing the defense work. They try to patch up vulnerabilities
and to protect the system.

If you would like to contact us join our Discord server (https://discord.gg/YzQANZaMXn)
or end me message on Twitter (@no man29) or via mail (noman29@lugons.org).

-NoMan29
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